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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which are the high reliability features of NetCol5000-C?
A. Water is
B. Condensate water can be drained by water pump or nature

drain pipe.
C. Internal cabling water pipe and electrical control part are
deployed at return air side
D. The internal pipes are wrapped with thermal insulation foam
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: D
Explanation:
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NEW QUESTION: 3
An architect is planning a Synergy Frame with four full-height
compute modules The compute modules need a pool of 60 HDDs and
20 SSDs. The customer wants to use DAS.
How can the architect meet these needs?
A. Plan 15 local HDDs and 5 local SSDs to be installed on each
compute module
B. Plan two D3940 Storage Modules, each of which can support a
mix of HDDs and SSDs
C. Plan three D3940 Storage Modules, one that supports SSDs and
the other two that support HDDs.
D. Plan 30 local HDDs to be installed on two compute modules
and 10 local SSDs to be installed on the other two compute
modules.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
You plan to implement Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine
Manager (SCVMM). The VMM environment will use shared ISO images
with Hyper-V virtual machines. The SQL Server instance used by

SCVMM must be able to communicate with other servers on the
network.
You must install SCVMM on a server named VMM01 while minimizing
the number of Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) accounts
that are created.
You need to install SCVMM.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
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